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The state of development of frequenc) standards based on stored
I C reviewed Several preliminark demonstrations of the concept
hake alreddy shown a level of performance approaching that of
toda\ s cesium-beam standard< (accuracy of one part in IO”) The
porential for accurate/\ measuring or reducing a l l known svstematic
effects suggests that frequency standards based on stored ions with
indcruracies of one part i n
are obtainable and eventualli thev
could be orders of magnitude better than this Thih performance IS
d re>u/tor extremely high-Q resonances (eg milliherrz Iinemidths
a t mirrowave frequencies) and a verb small second-order Doppler
shift which follows with the addition of techniques for ion cooling
ion.

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, it has been realized that the technique of
ion storage provides the basis for spectroscopy of very-high
resolution and accuracy. This notion i s based o n the fact
that atomic or molecular ions can be stored for long periods
of time without the usual perturbations associated w i t h
confinement. First, samples of ions can be stored using
electromagnetic fields in “traps” for times as long as days
[I],
[2]. In practice this has t w o important advantages: 1)
Spectral resolution is not limited by “transit-time” effects
such as the length of time it takes cesium atoms to traverse
the region between the t w o ends of the Ramsey cavity [3].
Such transit-time broadening is, of course, a direct manifestation of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation for time and
energy. In the case of stored ions, linewidths of about 0.01
Hz have already been observed [4) (see Fig. 1). This would
correspond to a cesium-beam tube of about 10-km length!
(neglecting, of course, the effects of gravity). 2) Since the
ions are stored, their average velocity (3) approaches zero;
in practice this means that first-order Doppler effects c a n
be extremely small [SI. This characteristic, which i s also
shared by rubidium and hydrogen maser clocks, gives an
advantage over atomic beam devices where a correction
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Fig. 1. Graph of a hyperfine resonance of trapped 2sMgions The oscillatory lineshape results from the use of the
Ramsel resonance method, implemented by applying t h o
coherent R F pulses 1 02 s long, separated by 31 4 s The solid
curve i s a theoretical lineshape (from [4])
must be made for cavity phase shift errors-a
form of
residual first-order Doppler effect.
A n additional advantage of the stored i o n technique i s
that ions can be confined without the usual perturbations
associated w i t h confinement- for example, the frequency
shifts associated with collisions of atoms w i t h like atoms,
buffer gasses, or container walls such as i n the rubidium or
hydrogen maser clocks. Ions are often stored under ultrahigh vacuum conditions so that frequency shifts due to
collisions w i t h background neutrals can be made negligible.
Frequency shifts due to ion-ion collisions are caused by the
electric fields of the Coulomb repulsion. One is concerned
w i t h quadratic Stark shifts (i.e., 6v a ( E ’ ) ) and i n many
cases these shifts can be extremely small [5]-[7].
Perhaps t h e main disadvantage of the stored i o n technique is that the number of ions that can be stored i s rather
small. Typical densities are approximately 106/cm3 and trap
volumes about 7-10 cm3 so that maximum numbers are o n
t h e order o f IO6 or less. In some cases, however, it i s
possible to detect atomic transitions w i t h 100-percent efficiency [2], [a], in this case, the signal-to-noise ratio need
only be limited by the number of ions which make the
transition [8]; for IO6 ions this can give a signal-to-noise
ratio approaching IO3. We note that .if we could obtain
m u c h higher densities by using larger confining fields then
w e w o u l d lose one of the advantages of the technique
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because electric-field frequency shifts would become
troublesome in very-high-resolution work.
II.

TRAPPEDIONS

Storage of ions {or spectroscopy has principally been
accomplished in four types of "traps": the R F or Paul trap,
t h e Penning trap, the Kingdon (electrostatic) trap, and the
magnetostatic trap ("magnetic bottle") [I], [2]. Magnetic
bottles have had limited use in high-resolution work because the trapping relies o n spatially inhomogeneous magnetic fields which can cause shifts and broadening o n
magnetic-field-dependent lines. The Kingdon trap [9] is
perhaps the simplest using only static electric fields for
trapping. Since an electrostatic potential minimum cannot
exist in a charge-free region, the Kingdon trap relies o n
dynamical equilibrium for trapping (ions orbit around an
attractive wire). The Kingdon traps have been used in
spectroscopic experiments by Prior and his colleagues [IO]
but so far have not been applied to atomic clocks.
The Paul (111 or RF trap uses inhomogeneous RF electric
fields to provide confinement in a pseudopotential well [I],
[2]. It i s the three-dimensional analog of the Paul quadrupole mass filter. To see how it works we first note that in a
(homogeneous) sinusoidal RF electric field, i o n motion i s
sinusoidal but is 180" out of phase w i t h respect to the
electric force. If the field i s somewhat inhomogeneous, it is
easy to show that the force on the ion averaged over one
cycle of the driven motion is towards the region of weaker
field [I]. Since an electric field minimum can exist in a
charge-free region, stable trapping can be accomplished.
Such a trap is shown schematically i n Fig. 2 where the three
trap electrodes are shaped to provide an electric potential
of the form ( r 2 - 2z2)inside the trap. For this "ideal" trap

field B' i s superimposed along the "1" axis. In this case, the
x - y motion of the ions is a c2mposite of circular cyclotron
orbits (primarily due to the B field) and a circular ? x
drift ("magnetron" motion) about the trap axis,
Ill.

STOREDIONSPECTRA
AND APPLICATIONS
TO CLOCKS

The application of stored ion spectra to atomic clocks
and frequency standards has been pursued with different
philosophies in mind. For reasons discussed below, there
are fundamental advantages to using lasers in experiments
o n stored i o n spectra, however, if one's goal is t0,produce
field-usable devices with competitive specifications and
price, use of lasers is most often precluded. In research and
primary standards laboratories, such limitations are less 3f a
concern and the emphasis is o n ultimate performance.
Therefore, the various experiments discussed below differ
in this tradeoff between performance and technical practicability.
The experiments of Dehmelt and collaborators [I] in the
1960s showed the ability of the stored ion technique for
obtaining very-high resolution in atomic spectra. In one of
these experiments, the ground state hyperfine transition
(yo
8.7 GHz) in the 3 H e + ion was measured in an R F traD
w i t h a linewidth of only 10 Hz [13], but the accuracy was
limited b y the second-order Doppler shift ( 6 v / v G =
- 1 / 2 ( d ) / 2 ) to 10 Hz ( c = speed of light). This frequency
shift is accentuated for many ions stored in an R F trap
because of the mechanism of " R F heating" caused b\ the
rather large imposed inhomogeneous RF electric fields required for trapping [I]. Fortunately, the cooling mechanisms
discussed b e l o w can minimize the effects of this heating.
Starting w i t h the work of Major and Werth i n 1973 (141,
considerable effort has been devoted by different groups
(15]-[18] to develop the lWHg' i o n in an RF trap as a
frequency standard [19]. The group at Orsay (161 has, in fact,
made a working frequency standard with short-term stability comparable to that of a commercial cesium-beam frequency standard. Stabilities near u , , ( T ) = IO'?Tshould
b e obtainable [16], [17]. This work on the mercury ion has
perhaps been motivated by three considerations. 1) the
mercury-ion hyperfine frequency ( z 30 GHz) is probably
the highest of any ion that might be used in a microwave
frequency standard. Therefore, i f the interaction time i s
l i m i t e d by relaxation processes that are independent of the
ion, then Hg' ions would have the highest Q. 2) Since Hgis relatively heavy, the second-order Doppler shift can be
fairly small at a given temperature. For example, i f the Ions
are thermalized to room temperature, the second-order
Doppler shift due to the "secular" motion in the pseudopotential well [I], [2],[I71 amounts t o a fractional frequenoi
shift of only about 2 x
3) A convenient overlap of
the optical spectra of '*Hg+ and *02Hg+ allows '"Hg- 10
be pumped w i t h a *02Hg+ lamp, much the same way as
p u m p i n g is accomplished in a Rb-cell frequency standard.
I n these experiments, the second-order Doppler frequency shift can be minimized by cooling the ions with a
light neutral buffer gas (e.g., helium or hydrogen). This
buffer gas (pressures u p to
Pa) acts as a viscous
medium so that the secular motion of the ions in the
pseudopotential well i s thermalized to the ambient temperature [I]. Unfortunately, one is left with the second-order
Doppler shift due to the energy i n the micromotion [11.171.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the electrode configuration for the "ideal" Paul (RF) or Penning trap. Electrode
surfaces are figures of revolution about the z axis and are
equipotentials of + ( r , z ) = A ( r 2 - 21~).(Cylindrical coordinates are used with the origin at the center of the trap.)
Typical dimensions are fiz, = b I1 cm. Typical operating
parameters are for the Paul trap. bo 130;) V/cm, 52/27; =
1 h4Hz. For the Penning trap V! I 1 V, B = 1 T.

shape, an i o n is bound in a nearly harmonic well; detection
o f the ion-well frequencies can then be used to perform
mass analysis.
The "ideal" Penning (121 trap uses the same electrode
configuration as in Fig. 2 but uses static electric and magnetic fields. A harmonic potential well i s provided along the
"2" axis by static electric fields. This, however, results in a
radial electric field which forces the ions towards the "ring"
electrode. This effect can be overcome if a static magnetic
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This effect i s perhaps most easily seen by assuming that the
secular m o t i o n is completely “frozen.” The ion cloud cannot collapse because of the repulsive space-charge fields;
therefore, ions o n the edge of the “cloud” are still being
driven by the R F fields. The energy in this driven motion
then gives rise to the limiting second-order Doppler
frequency shift 171. fortunately, this effect can be modeled
fairly well (171, (181 and estimated systematic uncertainties
[I71 due to this effect should be around 2 x I O - I 3 . By
introducing the cooling gas, one has given up the immunity
from buffer gas shifts but these are estimated [I71 to be
b e l o w 10-l3.
In addition, optical pumping experiments on stored ions
have been performed using tunable lasers as light sources.
The ground-state hyperfine splittings of 13’Ba’ [20], l3’Ba+
[21], and 17’Ybi
[22] have been measured, using pulsed dye
lasers and R F traps. Microwave resonances as narrow as 60
m H z were observed in ”’Yb’.
This yields a line Q o f
2 X I O ” . In some cases, optical pumping out of the absorbi n g ground state prevents use of the double-resonance
method. This problem may be overcome, however, with the
use of collisional relaxation [20],[23].
Even w i t h viscous drag cooling, one i s faced with uncertainties in the second-order Doppler shift if it i s desired to
improve the accuracy of atomic clocks significantly beyond
that of the best laboratory cesium devices. In 1975, proposals were made 1241, [25] to get around this general
problem of the second-order Doppler shift by a process
commonly called laser (or sideband) cooling. In this process. radiation pressure from lasers i s used in conjunction
with the frequency selectivity provided by the first-order
Doppler effect to damp the ion motions to sub-Kelvin
temperatures [2]. If these l o w temperatures can be obtained
o n Hg* ions, for example, the magnitude of the secondorder Doppler shift would be less than IO-’’.
As a step towards realizing a frequency standard based o n
laser-cooled stored ions, a clock based on nuclear spin flip
hyperfine transitions i n ’Be’ ions has been constructed [26].
The average frequency of an R f oscillator was locked to the
( M , , M , ) = (-3/2,1/2)
to (-1/2,1/2)
transition in the
ground-state of 9Be+, near the magnetic field (0.8194
T) at which the first derivative of the frequency with respect
to field goes to zero. The ions were stored in a Penning trap
and cooled to less than 2 K by about 20 pW of CW 313-nm
radiation. The 303-MHz resonance was observed with 25mHz linewidth by RF-optical double resonance. The
frequency stability of the locked oscillator ( u , ( T ) 2 2 x
10- I ! T - I z )
was comparable to that of commercial Cs atomic
beam frequency standards. The frequency accuracy was
approximately 1 X
limited primarily by the uncertainty of the second-order Doppler shift due to heating of
the ions during the R F resonance period, when the cooling
radiation was shut off in order to avoid light shifts. Although laboratory cesium standards are somewhat better
than this, this first experiment is hopefully indicative of the
potential for stored ion devices.
O f course, i n a frequency standard or clock, measurement imprecision (Sverror/vO) is approximately equal to
( 0 .5,”)- where Q = vo/Avo and 5,” i s the signal-tonoise ratio for detecting the number of ions that have made
the transition. If the ion’s radiative linewidth IS small
enough, then the experimentally observed linewidth (Av,)
need onlb be limited by the length of time taken to induce
I
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the transition. Because of this, Avo is probably independent
of the species of trapped ion used. Therefore, we would
like to use as high a frequency (yo) as possible in order to
increase Q and reduce measurement imprecision. This i s
the single disadvantage of Be+ ions since the interesting
“clock” transitions are only around 300 MHz (Q2 IO’@).
For this reason, a better ion for a laser-cooled microwave
clock i s perhaps Hg- [8] (vo G 40 CHz for ’%Hg+). Unfortunately, laser cooling is much harder to achieve than for
Be’ (partly because the 194-nm cooling radiation is difficult
to produce), and has not been done yet.
IV.

OPTICAL
CLOCKS

A logical extension of this idea i s to go to a much higher
frequency; for example, to use a narrow optical transition.
The anticipated Q in this case can be extremely high,
or more. A number of transitions in various ions have been
proposed [2];Dehmelt [27] was the first to suggest that such
extremely high-resolution spectroscopy could be carried
o u t using single photon transitions in, for example, single
group I l l A ions. For instance [27], the
-3P0 transition i n
TI- ( h = 202 nm) has a Q 2 5 X IO”. for such single-phot o n optical transitions, it is desirable to approximately satisfy
the Lambe-Dicke criterion (spatial confinement to dimensions less than a wavelength where first-order Doppler
broadening i s made negligible); this i s most easily accomplished with single trapped ions (21. [27]. Others [28] have
proposed using two-photon Doppler-free transitions, for
example, the I S : , -)‘D5,,> transition in Hg’ ( A = 563 nm,
Q= 7X
Two-photon optical transltions using equal
frequency photons have the advantage of eliminating the
first-order Doppler effect for a cloud of many ions where it
is impossible to satisfy the Lambe-Dlcke criterion. They
ultimately have the disadvantage that the rather large optical fields necessary to drive the transition cause undesirable
ac Stark shifts (81, [28].
The projected accuracy for optical frequency standards
using single ions i s extremely high. As an example, in In+,
the linewidth o f the ‘S, +3P1 “cooling” transition i s about
1.3 MHz, this implies a second-order Doppler shift of I O - ’ ’
or lower [2]. Other systematic shifts can occur [I], [2], [4], [6],
[8], [1.1]-[18], [26]-(291 but it is not unreasonable to think
they will be controllable to this level. These extreme accuracies make important the problem of measurement imprecision since the signal-to-noise ratio o n a single ion will at
best be about one for each measurement cycle. Practically
speaking, this means that a long averaging time will be
required to reach a measurement precision equal to these
accuracies. In fact, for a while, the accuracy and resolution
may be limited by laser linewidth characteristics (linewidth
and linewidth symmetry). However, the potential for extremely narrow lasers also exists [30]. Unfortunately, to use
such laser devices as clocks one must count cycles of the
radiation. that is, measure its phase. At microwave frequencies this i s straightforward. At optical frequencies it i s technically feasible but very hard [31].

’a

V

CONCLUSION
Compared to the development of the ceslum-beam

frequency standard, the hydrogen maser and the rubidium
frequency standard clocks based o n stored ions, are in their
infancy Several laboratories are activelv studving such de-
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vices because i t appears that systematic frequency shifts can
eventually be measured and controlled to better than 1 part
in IO’’ This potential, although not yet realized, suggests
that frequency standards and clocks w i t h inaccuracy of one
part in 10’’ can be obtained
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